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Sign Up!

Hard Working

Extruded Sign Holders

Tool Displayers

Check out the benefits of our promotional
products, and you’ll want to sign up!
Extruded sign holders are multi-purpose
to fit your fixture needs. Use plastic
pushbuttons to attach signs to pegboard.
Use FISH TipTM hooks to position outboard
on pegboard, slatwall and more. These
sign holders make it easy to define
product categories update price specials,
highlight product features, and offer
special deals to your customers. Extruded
sign holders are offered in 4 heights and
almost any length. Staggered rear mounts
allow positioning at 4 different heights.

Hammer sales when home and garden
tools are attractively merchandised. Trion
specialty hooks are designed to work as
hard as the items they hold. Sort, angle,
hang, and sell all types of hand tools using
a pegboard display, then nail down the
details with accessories like our Flip-Scan®
Label Holders and Strips, Scan ItTM Sign
Holders, wall tags, and more.
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Verdict: Guilty!

ScanLock Hook Locks
®

Stop! Thief! Send your loss prevention team
for a long lunch when Scanlock® Scan Hook
Locks are on the job. The great price is a steal
in itself, but don’t let the deal fool you. These
locks secure most common scan hooks and
can retrofit existing hooks. Choose your
preferred lock-up: purchase the locks alone
or choose full lock-and-hook combinations.
Open hooks when customers request, then
replace items and re-lock without the need
for the key. Even the lock itself is secure, as
it stays in place while items are accessed by
staff. These locks have been rightly accused
of protecting merchandise of all types while
protecting your profits. Verdict: guilty!

Best Selection

Scan Hooks for Grid
Slat or flat! Trion Industries makes slatgrid
or flatgrid scan hooks for that. Flip or
clip, you get your choice of label holder
styles. Choose from flatback metal, or
open wire backplates in single prong,
loop, or scan hook fronts. You then have
a choice of label holder styles. The entire
range of 1”, 3” and 4” grid surfaces are
supported. If slatwire or gridwall is your
display surface, your hook choice should
be Trion.
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Corral Basic Items

What’s Your Sign?

Base Deck Fencing

Extruded Sign Holders

On the fence about how to display
awkward items? Trion’s display options will
take care of that. Corral your packaged or
bulk, large or small merchandise with our
sturdy base deck fencing. Merchandising
your products couldn’t be easier. Boom!
That’s how it’s done. Add a Trion Clear
Scan® Label Holder or Strip, or clip on
basket tag and you’re in business. Your
customers won’t be on the fence, either.
They’ll find what they need, and you’ll
feel their enthusiasm at the register.

So … what’s your sign? To some people,
that may be a trite opening line to meet
someone new. To merchandisers, it’s the
start of a sale. We have the extruded sign
holders to make your message visible
and well read. Customers won’t buy what
they can’t find, so Trion recommends
using extruded signs to identify product
categories, directing buyers to what
they need. Our extruded label and sign
holders make it easy to update prices,
highlight products features, and promote
special offers. Signage solutions are
offered in multiple sizes to suit your
sales environment. A variety of mounting
options are available including hooks,
push pins, and foam tape.
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Pin It!

Pin-Stop Hooks
If it weren’t for Trion’s utility hooks, you
would be up the creek without a way
to display your paddles. Oars, paddles,
lacrosse sticks, tennis rackets, frisbees
and sporting goods are a challenge
to display attractively and effectively.
Hardware faces similar display challenges
when merchandising hand tools, garden
tools, and household items. Trion comes
to the rescue with Pin Stop Hooks.
Available in a variety of lengths & gauges,
these powerhouses are designed with
pin stops to keep products neatly in
place, allowing customers to remove
the products they want without the risk
of disrupting your entire display. When
it’s time to display these awkward items,
Trion’s got the solution.

Heavy Duty Guaranteed!

Utility Hooks

Heavy-duty utility hooks are the tools
for tool sales! These hard-working hooks
have enough muscle to display tough
hardware, like shovels, picks, and hoes,
yet enough style to create attractive retail
displays. Your merchandise stays secure
with 90° upturned hook ends. Metal plate
label holders front or rear are optional.
Create hardworking retail space with
Trion Industries and rake in the profits!
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Staging Areas Built In

Get Creative

Pin-Stop Waterfall Hooks

Literature Holder

These strong, downward-canted
waterfall hooks lift more weights than
a personal trainer. Ready for a workout,
Trion Industries’ hooks display heavy
products, like free weights in multiple
sizes, with both sales and safety in mind.
Your customers can easily browse the
merchandise, which is held in place by
built-in pins to keep product from shifting
or falling. Exercise your opportunity to
cross-sell related products and keep your
bottom line in shape! Of course these
waterfall utility hooks are perfect for more
than hand weights. Give them a try.

Mirror, mirror on the wall. You can be
the most difficult item to display of
all. Clever merchandisers use large
literature holders for three-dimensional,
awkwardly sized items like mirrors,
framed art, clocks, and more. Available
in a range of sizes, gauges, and weights,
Trion’s large literature holders can be
spaced horizontally to accommodate all
manner of product sizes.
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Place a Label Anywhere

Scan-It Scan Arms
TM

Sign Up!

Versatile Wall Tags
What do you want your customers to
know? Want to promote great prices or
unique product features? Add wall tags
to your displays faster than you can say
“sign up!” Wall tags allow you to mount
your product and price separately on
vertical display surfaces, for cleaner
overall presentation.
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Scan-It do this? Scan-It do that?
Scan-Its do it all! Scan-Its
make it easy to label and
price products, regardless of
plan-o-gram fixture layout,
unusual product shape, or
tightly spaced displays.
When you need a flexible
aid to label and price items
quickly and conveniently,
turn to this Swiss Army knife of
outfitting. Scan-ItTM is available in
a range of back plate sizes and
label holder configurations.
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Think Beyond the Obvious

For Base Deck and More

Literature Holder

Clear Dividers & Stops

Don’t judge a literature holder by its
cover … these coated-wire multi-taskers
can be used to accommodate anything
that is best displayed upright. Rather
than stacking that merchandise flat on
shelves, show off features and benefits
where customers can fully view the entire
item. Creatively deploy these to sell
almost anything, including games, mirrors,
frames, clocks, puzzles, life vests, baking
sheets, and — for traditionalists —even

Truth or dare? The truth is that Trion’s
ShelfWorks® Clear Dividers and Product
Stops are up to any dare. Choose
straight, reversible, or interlocking-front
clear dividers to align, stack, divide,
and organize almost any product you
want to sell. Another truth is Trion’s
products are durable, high-quality items
that will work as hard as you do. Try to
find better merchandising solutions. We

product literature.
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double-dog dare you.
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ICC’s and Shams

Best Selection Guaranteed

Holders & Strips on Hooks
You’ll be hooked on these Clear Scan®
Label Holders when you see how easily
they accommodate drop-in plain paper
labels. Promote product and price or
features and benefits so customers can
choose easily … and so can you! Make
your selection of Clear Scan Label
Holders from a variety of profiles, colors
and lengths, then add them to hooks
with flip-front or FISH-Tip TM mounts.
Skip the mess of sticky adhesive labels
and trade up to easy-to-use plain paper

Inventory Control
Keep those carded products tidy and easy
to see when you add inventory control
clips (ICCs) to your standard, medium,
heavy or extra heavy wire hook displays.
These handy clips keep merchandise
faced and double as a marker to let
you know when it’s time to reorder or
re-stock products. Available in Rabbit Ear
ICC and circular Sham configurations. Or
order with half-moon ATICC Inventory
control clips already pre-mounted on the
hook for you.

label holder systems.
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